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Traditional Floorboards
21mm Solid Oak
Detailed Drawings & Specifications



Traditional Oak flooring embodies all the attributes of traditional Oak 
floors: wide boards, long lengths and beautiful features. These 
floorboards are available in widths from 160mm up to 300mm wide, and 
will have a mix of rustic and character grade features, such as large and 
small knots and small bark pockets. 

The traditional floorboard is a reversible product, allowing the fitter to 
select the most suited face for application. The product is machined 
without the stress groove on the back face allowing it to behave like an 
original Oak floor laid in the past centuries.

Traditional Floorboards
21mm Solid Oak

This also gives the option for use in the construction of ledge and brace 
boarded doors.

■  Classic solid Oak floorboards

■ Character grade to create an interesting floor with  
 natural features

■  Our careful machining process ensures a good fit

■  Delivered in 7 – 10 days (machined to order to   
 keep a clean and crisp product coming to you)



üTechnical Data üApplication Instructions

■ Suggested applications - Ideal product for restoration   
 projects, barn conversations and where you are trying to create a  
 traditional English feel. This product also solves the problem for  
 heritage projects where Elm or reclaimed Oak cannot be   
 sourced. Can easily be distressed to match into an existing   
 theme.

■ Fixing - Correct methods of laying and fixing Oak flooring are  
 critical to both its look and its function. This product can be   
 glued, secret nailed or face nailed. For more  information visit  
 www.hewinsoak.com/help/3-interiorarticles/19 flooring-fixing- 
 tips or scan below.

■ Grade Character/rustic. Virtually sap 
free (increased durability)

■ Edge detail Square shoulders, tongue & 
groove sides, sawn unfinished 
ends (non-end-matched)

■  Supplied finish Planed & unfinished

■  Wastage allowance 10% recommended

■  Underfloor heating Not suitable

■  Recommended finish Oiled or lacquered, filling and 
a light sand recommended 
prior to installation

■  Density 800kg/m³ or 16kg/m² approx.

■  Lengths (m) 1.6 - 2.9, majority are 2.1 - 2.5

■  Widths (mm)

■  Acclimitisation

160, 180, 200, 240, 280

7 days minimum



Traditional Floorboards
Profile drawing
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